
Key facts
 X  For cylindrical containers, including round 

bottles, cans, jars and tubes
 X  Built-in spring-loaded pressure arm applies 

labels !rmly
 X  Securely a"x labels even on very small radius 

containers such as lip balm tubes

AP360e is the base model, which applies single 
labels at a time.
AP362e is the advanced model and applies two 
di#erent labels with variable spacing to a single 
container, perfect for alternating labels as used 
on e.g. wine bottles. A built-in LED counter and 
memory for up to nine front-to-back label o#sets is 
also included.

We're all di#erent and so are the products we want 
our labels to stick on. Therefore, don't hesitate 
to contact us for optional modi!cations on the 
AP360e/AP362e to make it !t your needs.

Key facts
 X  For $at surfaces, such as rectangular or many 

tapered bottles, boxes, packages, bags, 
pouches, lids and more

 X  No air-pressure supply required  
(no expensive, noisy and maintenance-prone 
air compressors)

 X LED display with built-in counter

Optional Modification 
For all unevenly shaped or very small containers 
that would be di"cult to hold during labelling, we 
recommend a customised holder. You can make 
this at home with the appropriate materials or use 
our expertise and experience. Do not hesitate to 
contact us about the right AP550e holder for your 
container. 

With the built-in LED display users can easily set-up variable 
spacings, save up to nine di!erent container o!sets and see the 
number of applied labels.

AP550e Label Applicator for Flat Containers
Apply labels at speeds of up to 500 containers/hour.

AP360e/AP362e Label Applicator for Round Containers
Apply labels at speeds of up to 1200 containers/hour.

AP-CODE Date Coder for use with AP360e/AP362e
This lot and date coding module prints directly onto containers & labels.

Key facts
 X  Connects seamlessly with AP360e/AP362e 

Label Applicator
 X  Immediately dry, waterproof, scratch- and  

UV light resistant black solvent ink adheres  
to glass, plastic, metal and labels

 X  Prints with 300 dpi and instantly while 
applicator applies label

AP-CODE Date Coder comes with a full-colour 
touchscreen for entering data and con!guring date 
and lot codes and one black solvent ink cartridge. 
The print !elds are free-format and can include 
letters, numbers and many symbols. It installs 
quickly with no tools or separate power supply 
required.

Print area of max.  
12.7 mm x 279.4 mm


